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PURPOSE: Why do we exist? 
In our last edition of Sync we introduced you to the component of our 
alignment model we call customer feedback. In this edition we are discussing 
organizational purpose.

As we do interviews with business leaders we ask them about their company’s 
purpose. We typically get one of two responses. First, people often describe 
the service or product they provide (e.g. we sell widgets). The other common 
response is that leaders say their company exists to make money—and lots of 
it, they often add.

At the same time, many business leaders are re-examining their sole focus on 
the bottom line. They are beginning to recognize what happens to 
organizations that neglect a broader purpose. Of course, profit is an essential 
element of all businesses. No business can survive to fulfill its purpose 
without profit. However, as one prominent business consultant has written, 
companies that focus primarily on profit will make decisions based on 
expediency1 and thus miss opportunities to create value for clients. Or worse, 
they can destroy the value they are already capable of creating.

In addition, employees and customers benefit from having an understanding 
of why an organization exists. Employees benefit by understanding how the 
organization is offering to help its customers and their part in delivering that 
help. Customers need to understand why an organization exists for two 
reasons: 1. To decide whether or not they need the help you’re offering and 
2. To decide whether or not it’s worth the price you’re asking.

The story is told of a hospital janitor who, when asked “Can you tell me what 
your job is?”, responded with the following: “I help Dr. Johnson save lives.”2 
This janitor understood what many of us struggle with: connecting our roles 
within an organization to an overarching purpose that benefits those who use 
our services.

Given a choice between two hospital janitors, whom would you prefer to have 
working in your hospital? The one who sees himself as helping to save lives or 
the one who sees his job as a paycheck with no connection to those served by 
the hospital—the patients?

In this edition of Sync we are introducing the first in a series of polls to learn 
more about your attitudes, beliefs, and experiences with our newsletter 
topics. Future polls will address questions about culture, vision, 
differentiation, and processes. If you would like to participate in our poll on 
organizational purpose, please click here. We’ll communicate the results in a 
few weeks.

Whether you participate in our poll or not, we hope this has stimulated your 
thinking about the purpose of your organization—“Why does this organization 
exist?”—and the ways that purpose affects the day-to-day activities of your 
job.

If you would like to talk about being in sync, please give me a call at 
314.863.4400 or send me an e-mail at andy@dialect.com.

Regards,

Andy Kanefield

We offer a survey that helps 
assess how aligned people are 

with the direction of your 
company. If you would like to 

test alignment among your 
senior executives or just want 

to learn more about the 
survey, let me know by 

clicking to send me an e-mail.
1 Purpose: The Starting Point of Great Companies by Nikos Mourkogiannis
2 True to our Roots: Fermenting a Business Revolution by Paul Dolan
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